The 2010 Southeast Graduate Philosophy Conference
March 19th & 20th
All Rooms are in Griffin-Floyd unless otherwise specified.

FRIDAY

3:00-4:30  Sign-in, meet & greet
Room 303

4:45-6:00  “John Rawls and the Future of Deliberative Democracy”
Jed Silverstein (Brown)
Commentator: Alan Martin (University of Florida)
Room 230

"Moral Intentionalism"
Bill Simkulet (University of Kansas)
read by Ron Claypool (University of Florida)
Commentator: Kyle Fritz (University of Florida)
Room 303

6:30-8:00  Keynote Address
"A Moral Argument Against Moral Dilemmas"
Geoffrey Sayre-McCord (Chapel Hill)
Pugh Hall, Room 102

8:00  Pizza reception
Room 303

SATURDAY

9:00 - 10:00  Continental Breakfast

10:00 - 11:15  "Caring, Guidance and Agency"
Joshua Shepherd (Florida State)
Commentator: Marija Jankovic (University of Florida)
Room 100

"Higher Order Evidence Reconsidered"
Richard Vulich (UC Irvine)
Commentator: Ed Perez (University of Florida)
Room 230

11:30 - 12:45  "Hybrid Expressivism, Slurs and Jerks"
Ryan Hay (University of Southern California)
Commentator: Chris Lubbers (University of Florida)
Room 230

"Great Divides"
Jared Poon (UC Davis)
Commentator: Shawn Burtoft (University of Florida)
Room 100
12:45 - 2:30  Lunch

2:30 - 3:45  "Transmission Failure Success"
John J. Craw (University of Illinois)
Commentator: George Belic (University of Florida)
Room 100

"The Predictive Character of Causal Explanations and Fodor's Cross-Context Test"
Adrian Kwek (Harvard)
Commentator: Andreas Falke (University of Florida)
Room 230

4:00-5:15  Faculty Speaker
"Collective Action, Constitutive Rules and Proxy Agency"
Kirk Ludwig (University of Florida)
Room 100